
   
 

  

 

 

Ergotron helps companies to increase employee wellbeing and productivity by bringing IT devices to the point of 
use and enabling people to work with them in a healthy way. For 35 years we have been developing innovative 
mounting solutions, computer carts, charging systems and sit stand workstations that improve workflow in many 
different environments. Our solutions are used in various vertical markets such as Healthcare, Education and 
Corporate Office.  

 

Ergotron is currently offering to a highly motivated and committed sales professional the opportunity to be part of 
our success in the position of: 

 

 

 

Do you have a background in developing, maintaining and improving relations with key end-users? Are you looking to 
join a leading company that is growing fast and provides support and autonomy? Then apply now!   

Ideally, you are living in the North East or North West of the UK.  

  

The position  

The Territory Account Manager has an overall responsibility for achieving sales targets in the territory. Proactivly 
manages, creates and grows end-user opportunities through our key reseller partners. Executes the corporate strategy 
and sales programs by installing and demonstrating the portfolio of B2B products, whilst reporting on a timely basis 
through the companys IT. Manages the sales process to ensure success, and consolidates relationships with partners. 
Develops and maintains contacts with key end-user accounts to generate and close project deals.   

 

Responsibilities  

❖ Achieve yearly sales targets and develop sales into all Ergotron vertical markets (Corporate office, healthcare, 
public sector, education and others). 

❖ Increase sales activity with existing strategic channel partners (Corporate resellers) 

❖ Develop end-user opportunities for and with resellers and ensure successful closure.  

❖ Support Channel sales force on end-user visits/demonstrations and installations within the territory 

❖ Provide the Country Sales Manager with sales progress and achievement reports and input for sales forecasts. 

 

Requirements  

❖ Proven track record in business development/account management, preferably in a Corporate or Healthcare IT 
environment.  
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❖ Knowledge of the UK IT market. 

❖ Understanding of indirect sales models and distribution channels. 

❖ Highly self motivated. 

❖ Very strong interpersonal and communication skills, excellent negotiator. 

❖ High integrity, strong work ethics, committed team player.   

❖ Ability to work from home. 

❖ Must be able to perform the physical requirements of the job. 

 

Benefits 

Being able to solve complex problems within a passion-filled environment is rewarded by a comprehensive and 
competitive benefits package, allowing for work and life balance. Would you be interested to work in an international 
environment in a dynamic company with an informal culture and products that promote a healthier work 
environment? Then apply now via Indeed:  

https://www.indeed.co.uk/jobs?q=ergotron&l&vjk=342cf4ca08c7dfdc   
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